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Notes on 13IDD - DAC operation
This document is aimed to be an introduction to first time users and to be
of help for troubles you might encounter while operating. The beamline staff
is always available for further help. Your comments and bug reports would
help us improve and keep the manual updated.
In order to support the beamline experiments, at GSECARS we have
available: a sample preparation lab which includes microscopes, an EDM
drilling machine and a mechanical drilling machine. There is also a Laser
Lab for Raman spectroscopy, measurement of the ruby fluorescence, laser
gasket drilling and off-line laser heating with radiometric temperature
control, a Gas Loading System (GLS) to load He, Ne, N, Ar and CO2.
Cryo-loading is also available.
GSECARS does not provide DACs or diamonds.
Please remember to fill out the end of the experiment form!
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1. Overview
The right experimental table of the 13IDD station is dedicated to DAC experiments. The
standard setup allows collecting diffraction data at extreme pressure and temperature. The
~1 μm wavelength fiber lasers for in situ double-sided laser heating are equipped with
flat-top focusing devices ensuring a uniform illumination of a 20x20μm spot on both
sides. A CO2 laser (~10 μm wavelength) is under commissioning in this station, it will
provide efficient heating of substances transparent to the near IR light without the need of
a light absorber. The temperature is estimated by fitting the thermal radiation spectrum to
the Planck radiation function.
X-ray detectors: MAR-345 image plate, MAR-165 CCD and 10k Pilatus.
An alternative set-up allows performing XES at HT-HP.
Important:
The optics for laser heating is very close to the sample and other hardware, please be very
careful to avoid any collision which, if happens, might result in as long as a day of user
time to realign the system (see dimensions in Figure 1).

Figure 1 – DAC stage with DAC, holder and laser-heating mirrors

Use only IDL routine to rotate sample (omega) that in fact checks for safe positions of
most hardware components.
Nevertheless, visual control of sample area during stage rotation or mirrors moving

is

required.
For the sample rotation and diamond correction, use IDL program called ‘idd_stage’.
The program can be run by starting IDL program by clicking on the desktop shortcut,
then type ‘idd_stage’ in the command line. The window in Figure 2 will appear
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Figure 2 – “idd_stage” program in IDL

If you press on the ‘x-ray’ button, it will rotate the stage to omega:”-90” degrees,
corresponding to the position for the x-ray diffraction. Pressing the ‘microscope’ button
rotates the stage into omega: “0” degrees position, for the sample alignment with
microscope. This program will allow you to check your sample position along the x-ray,
assuring it is at the point of x-ray focus. The detailed description can be found in Section
12.1.

2. Main Station Control
The undulator station D is controlled by several computers located in the control area,
Log in as dac_user in all of them. Password is Daagbf (Diamonds are a girl’s best
friend).
All your data will be saved on “T:\dac_user\” drive logically extended with year, station
name and current run, for example, CARS folder in 2011 for 2011-1 run will be:
“T:\dac_user\2011\IDD_2011-1\CARS\”
The beamline motors are controlled through an MEDM window, which also monitors the
beam status. To open the standard window for DAC experiments, double click on the

MEDM shortcut
on the desktop of Maserati computer (computer names are written
on stickers on the computer monitors), the main menu (Figure 3) will open:

Figure 3 – Main menu of MEDM

Click on the IDD experiments tab, and then select 13 IDD DAC in the pull down menu.
The main DAC control window shown in Figure 4 will pop up:
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Figure 4 – Main MEDM DAC control

Note: While typing in the MEDM EPICS window, be sure that mouse pointer is located
inside the active box, and press enter to set the value.
All motor positions are expressed in mm. In order to change the value of a motor position
you can either (1) click on arrows or and buttons (the motor position is changed
according to the step size indicated between them) or (2) type a value on the light-color
field (you have to have the mouse positioned on the box while typing!) and press enter
(see Figure 5).
motor number
the full motor name is
13IDD:m83

motor position in mm
the pointer has to be on
this field to change the
value, press enter to make
the change effective

Step-size, change by
entering the desired
value

click here to change the
motor position by the step
size

three useful predefined step sizes

Figure 5 – Example of DAC stage motor control

GSECARS beamlines adopt the same right handed coordinate system used for the ring
calculations (see Figure 6), i.e. the Z direction is along the beam, positive direction
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downstream, Y is vertical, positive direction up, X is then automatically defined: in the
horizontal direction perpendicular to the beam, omega positive is clockwise.

y

z

X-ray
x

Omega
Figure 6 – Schematic diagram of beamline coordinate system

The center of rotation (omega) is aligned with the x-ray beam focal spot position, XYZ
motor positions should be close to (0,0,0).
In Section 10 is a detailed description of the MEDM of the 13-IDD DAC window
controls.
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3. Additional controls
This section will describe all programs you need to run in order to perform laser
heating and x-ray diffraction experiments, both powder and single-crystal diffraction.

3.1

Sample rotation

In order to control the rotation of the stage and to do diamond correction, you need to
run IDL program by clicking on the desktop shortcut. Then type ‘idd_stage’ in the
command line. You will see the window in Figure 7:

Figure 7 – “idd_stage” program in IDL

If you press on the ‘x-ray’ button, it will rotate the stage to omega:”-90” degrees,
corresponding to the position for the x-ray diffraction. Pressing the ‘microscope’ button
rotates the stage into omega: “0” degrees position, for the sample alignment with
microscope.
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3.2

Sample scan

For the control of the scan of clean-up slit and sample, you need to run another IDL
window (each IDL program shall be run by its own IDL window!), then type ‘scanw’
in the command line. The following window will appear (Figure 8):

Figure 8 – “scanw” program in IDL

Type the name of the scaler and motor name as shown, changing only the motor number
according to the motor you need to scan. Names of motors are shown on the main
MEDM DAC control window. For the directory choose T:\dac_user\20**\IDD_20**#\scans. Here ** replaces year number and # corresponds to a cycle number (1,2, or 3).
See detailed description of Scan&View program in Section 12.2 of this manual. Change
the file name, if file extension is number (e.g. *.0001) the new file with increment 1 will
be saved after each scan.

3.3

Video control

3.3.1 Viewing and capturing images using US and DS cameras
Video monitoring of the sample can be done when the sample is in the x-ray position
using the up-stream and down-stream mirrors (assuming the sample and stage allow it).
On the top two monitors you will find the two images open in ImageJ windows such as
shown in Figure 9:
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Figure 9 – ImageJ view for US and DS mirrors

The square is ~25x25 m and left/rght mouse-button clicking will zoom in/out. You can
take screenshots of your sample using either the “Image” button for both streams or the
“S” button. You can also change the desired file name using the menu button (see Figure
10).
Saved DS
image
filename

Change options

Click this to save
both

Saved US
image
filename

Figure 10 – Controls for saving images

3.3.2 Troubleshooting US and DS cameras
If the windows are not open (first check if they are minimized) and there are no
command line windows for the point grey 1 and 2:
To start the two cameras you must click on the desktop on ‘Start Point Grey 1’. Once it
finishes loading minimize the window, and you can run ‘ImageJ’ from the desktop. In
‘ImageJ’ choose pluginsEpics_areaDetectorEPICS AD VIEWER. In the opened
window type in the following PV prefix: “13IDD_PG1:image1:” and press enter. If it
turns green click Start. This is the upstream camera so move it to the top-right monitor.
From the desktop run “Start Point Grey 2’ and minimize it. Within the same ImageJ
window run the plugin again and this time type in: “13IDD_PG2:image1:”. Move the
downstream image window to the top left monitor. You can now click on the magnifying
glass in the ImageJ window in order to easily zoom in and out of the image windows.
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3.4

Software for XRD analysis.

XRD spectra can be analyzed including detector calibration using the DIOPTAS
software. Go to NSX computer (to the right of Maserati). Open ‘JetBrain PyCharm’. If
the Dioptas program is not open, FileOpen and from “C:\GitHub\” choose the
“Dioptas” directory and click ok. Choose to open the project in a new window. Then
click on the green triangle (or choose run from the menu). For more details about
DIOPTAS see section 11.4.

3.5

X-ray detector control.

The detector is controlled by its own LINUX computer located on the left side of the
Maserati computer. The detector will be set up for you by the beamline staff, however, if
for some reason you need to restart the program, follow these instructions:




Login into LINUX computer (Login: marccd, Password: marccd)
On top of the desktop, click on the little camera icon, after MARCCD software starts,
in the menu choose ConfigureDetector and make sure the Cooler Power is marked.
Then in the menu choose “acquire”, remote control, click on start and then dismiss.
To start EPICS control use icon in the form of a fish to the left of the camera icon.

From the main 13IDD_dac_user.adl window you can change settings for the detector by
clicking the more button (see Figure 11).
In order to collect background you can change the “Frame Type” to Background. Click
on “Start”. DO NOT forget when BG collection is done, change the “Frame Type” back
to “Normal”. It is best to do this once a day, and when you see differences between the
quadrants of the detector.

Figure 11 – Full marCCD control
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4. The beam
4.1

Beam status control

The status of the ring can be checked on the “TV” located above the Maserati
computer, or for more details, the “TV” in the IDC control area, as well as on the web at:
http://www.aps.anl.gov/aod/blops/status/smallHistory.html
The station works with monochromatic radiation, for diffraction experiments the
standard energy is 37077 eV or 0.3344 Angstrom, if necessary, the x-ray energy can be
changed within the range of 10-42 keV (see Section 11.1.3). The beam for DAC
operation is usually focused to less than ~5x5 m in the horizontal and vertical directions.
The status of the beamline is shown in the main MEDM window. In the top right corner
is the storage ring current, the X-ray energy and wavelength at the station. The four large
dots represent the search status of the IDD and the downstream stations. Stations A, B, C
and D must be searched (green status) in order to have beam in IDD. In the bottom right
corner is a plot of the beam intensity at the ion chamber in the station versus time. The
red horizontal line shows the target intensity for feedback.
Refer to the troubleshooting section (section 9) if you don’t have beam at the station
or if the feedback system cannot steadily maintain the target intensity.

4.2

Changing the pinhole size

The size of the pinhole can be changed according to your experimental requirements.
On the experimental table you can find the pinhole box with a set of pinhole of several
sizes. There is a mark on them, align such mark with the mark on the cleanup slit. Scan
and center the pinhole position with the beam, you may have to use a large enough scan
range ( 0.500mm) to find the pinhole.
If you cannot see the pinhole profile (this might happen after an accidental bump of the
pinhole), replace the tip of the pinhole with an empty one, which has a very large hole.
Scan and center the pinhole positions with increased scan width (up to 2mm), replace the
working tip and repeat the scan.

4.3

Detector calibration using CeO2 or LaB6 sample.

The calibration of the X-ray detector is performed using CeO2 or LaB6 as standard
material. Then using the built-in features in integration software such as DIOPTAS
(Section 11.4), the tilt and sample-detector distance can be determined.
Be sure that laser heating carbon mirrors are out and sample stage is empty.
Before putting the holder on the stage do the following: 1) Move to the LaB6 or CeO2
positions. You can use the program ‘Epics Instruments’ (piano icon, with a shortcut on
the desktop if closed) to do so. In the Expert tab double click the desired position name
and approve the movement. 2) Move the cleanup slit ‘OUT’ using the main IDD control
window, 3) click on ‘microscope’ button of IDL “idd_stage” routine, this will move
omega to the “0 “position. Now put the holder with CeO2 label on the sample stage.
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 Move microscope ‘IN’, turn light ‘ON’ from inside the hutch. You should see the CeO2
or LaB6 standard. Adjust focus and sample position if necessary centering at the cross on
the TV screen.
 Move microscope ‘OUT’, then rotate omega to -90° by clicking ‘x-ray’ button on IDL
“idd-stage” routine.
 Move clean-up slit ‘IN’. Scan the clean-up slits. (see section 5.3)
Position MAR-CCD detector at the required distance (see Figure 12), there are three
buttons: “plus 49” closest sample-detector distance ~200 mm, “zero” - ~250 mm and
“minus 49” - ~ 300 mm. For side diffraction (usually needed for single crystal) move the
detector sideways. In order to do it, in the main control window click the “-70” or “70”
buttons to the left of the detector. Note: For automatically collecting 5 standard detector
positions see section 11.3.3.

Figure 12 – Control of detector position

 Go to ‘13IDD_dac_user.adl’ main control window. Type the name of the file, set up the
exposure time (typically 5 seconds for LaB6 and 2 seconds for CeO2), then click ‘Collect’.
 Use Dioptas (NSX computer) for image loading and detector calibration (see Section
11.4).
The X-ray energy is calibrated independently, by scanning the absorption edge of Ba,
which is usually performed by the beam-line staff.

5. Sample centering
5.1

Mounting the DAC

 Make sure laser heating carbon mirrors, clean-up slit are out and sample stage is
empty.
 Rotate omega to the “0 “position by clicking on ‘microscope’ button of IDL “iddstage” routine.
 Install the holder with DAC (use only holder with sign IDD station, do not use
holders dedicated for BMD station) on the sample stage and fix it, pay attention to
avoid collisions with the mirrors, beam stopper, pinhole or any other hardware. If the
pinhole position is too close to allow the DAC rotation, move the pinhole out.
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 The sample should be approximately aligned with the x-ray axis (imaginary line
along clean-up slit tube), move sample, if necessary, using motor “focus” (see Figure
13).
 Click on microscope
button on the 13-IDD DAC window, visually control
motion, Note: press “STOP” button (always showing up at the center of the 13-IDD
control window when any motors are moving) if collision could happen, that will stop
all motors currently moving.
 Click on “Unzoom”. Search, focus and center the sample position (you’d better use
0.100 mm step movements in “unzoom” mode) with horizontal, focus and vertical
motors.

Figure 13 – DAC position control



5.2

Then “zoom in”, focus and center now with 10μm step size or smaller.

Correction for diamond refraction

You shall refer to the instructions on how to use ‘idd_stage’ IDL program in the
Section 12.1 to perform diamond correction.

5.3

Centering based on x-ray absorption

You can now proceed to a finer sample positioning by collecting x-ray absorption
profiles of the sample with the program Scan&View. For a detailed description of this
program refer to the related section (Section 12.2).
If Scan&View is not open yet start Scan&View by typing scanw in a new IDL
window. Enter the scaler name, 13IDD:scaler1, and the proper motor name. It is always
15

better to start scanning the pinhole position, make sure that clean-up slit is in “IN”
position (Z=0), so start with motors 13IDD:m20, the horizontal pinhole motor. After
entering the motor name and pressing Enter, the motor position will be automatically
updated, set the scan range to ± 0.100 mm and the step scan to 0.005 mm. Hit the Scan
button. When the scan is finished, click the “Center” button and then click on the edges
of the absorption profile at about half-maximum and move to this position. Repeat the
operation for the vertical pinhole motor entering the motor name 13IDD:m21. The
pinhole position shift should not exceed the value ±50 μm, contact GSECARS staff if you
are getting a larger drift of the pinhole position.
Now scan the gasket hole by typing the motor names 13IDD:m81 or 13IDD:m83.
Change the scan range according to the gasket hole size, typically ± 0.1 to ± 0.2mm.
If your experiment requires some extent of omega rotation, it is better to refine the
determination of the sample position along the beam. This is performed collecting
horizontal absorption scans at different omega angles. Use ‘idd_stage’ program (see
Section 12.1 for operation of this program) to perform this sample position refinement.
If you want to use the visual image of the sample to pick the probing spot you could
use laser heating mirrors (see Section 8 for details).

6. Angle dispersive powder diffraction
6.1

Single exposure

Note: you have to press “enter” after typing text in the MEDM EPICS window, if a file
with the same name exists, the MAR-CCD software will overwrite it without any question,
be careful and check all changes you made in the path, file base and increment by
moving mouse pointer out of the active box.
The MAR-CCD detector is controlled using the main ‘13IDD_dac_user.adl’ window;
simply set the exposure time, the File path (e.g. /DAC/ plus your folder.) and name base,
and hit the “Collect” button. Don’t use long Base name, don’t use spaces (use underscore
_ instead) or special characters.
You can use the software DIOPTAS for powder data evaluation and processing.

6.2

2-D Scan (Mapping)

There are two options for running 2D scans:
1. Using the SXRD software (see Section 11.3.5)
2. Using the 2D-scan button on the 13IDD_dac_user.adl window.
a) Setting the horizontal scan
 In the main DAC window, click 2D-scan (near bottom left of window) and then click
“Scan 1” to open the window shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14 – Scan1 window for 2D-mapping

Type in the PV name of the vertical motor under “positioners” as shown in the
example.
Input the desired values for the scan START, CENTER, END, and the STEP SIZE
Select the LINEAR scan mode, use the RELATIVE scale, select PRIOR POS in the
after scan tab.
Under “Det triggers” subwindow, enter the scaler desired for the scan. The example
is the scaler name of the MARCCD detector.
b) Setting the vertical scan
 In the main DAC window, click 2D-scan (near bottom left of window) and then click
“Scan 2” to see the window shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15 – Scan2 window for 2D mapping

Fill in the PV name of the horizontal motor under ‘positioners’ as shown in the example.
Under Det triggers specify this time you will specify the “address” of the Scan 1.
Select the LINEAR scan mode, use the RELATIVE scale, select PRIOR POS in the
after scan tab.
Input the desired values for the scan START, CENTER, END, and STEP SIZE
Click the button “SCAN” on this window to start the 2-D scan measurement
If parameters are set as in the example, the grid would start on the down left corner,
proceed horizontally to the right, then the vertical motor would be increased by one step
and the scan would proceed left to right again and so on.

7. Monochromatic single crystal diffraction
Collecting single-crystal XRD with omega rotation is done using the SXRD software (see
Section 11.3).
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8. Laser heating
8.1

Setup laser heating controls

Note: When using the 8 micron pinhole only the down-stream mirror can be used.
Remember first to:
 If you want to connect water cooling, do so before placing the DAC on the stage.
(Circle in center of DAC drawing in main window should turn green if water is
flowing properly).
 If your DAC with sample is not at omega= -90 degrees position, move it into this
position by using ‘idd-stage’
 Move clean-up slit into ‘IN’ position.
In the main control window ‘13IDD_dac_user.adl’ click on the black ‘IN’ buttons in
Upstream and Downstream parts. This will move carbon mirrors in and allow you to send
the laser beam onto your sample. The main window will become as shown in Figure 16.

Splitter should be
out for T
measurement

Simultaneous
increase/decrease
of lasers power

Quench both
lasers

Light on/off

Last measured
temperature
and intensity

Upstream
Laser power

Light intensity
control

Upstream
Laser power
step size

Camera
exposure time

Upstream
focus
Click “D” for
rough diamond
correction
“0” - no
corrections

Camera gain

Figure 16 – Laser heating controls in MEDM

 Turn on the light to see the sample. Light is ‘ON’ when the small yellow buttons read
‘on’. Splitters are inserted automatically (other small yellow buttons shall read ‘in’).
 Adjust the level of illumination by adjusting exposure and intensity.
 Click on the small red buttons with ‘D’ on them. This applies rough diamond
correction. Adjust the focus by clicking on ‘further’ and ‘closer’ buttons
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 Select the spot on your sample to be heated. Check whether the x-ray hits the same
spot. For this turn the lights ‘OFF’, open the “table shutter” and observe the spot on
the screen (usually you need to use maximum gain and exposure time of 1 sec). If it is
off-center, adjust carbon mirrors so that x-ray spot is in the center of the mark on the
screen. Close the shutter. Turn the light ‘ON’ (readjust gain and camera exp. time) and
bring the selected sample spot into the center of the mark on the screen by using
STAGE motors (m81 and m83).
Now everything is ready for the laser heating experiment. Follow these steps:
1) Push the ‘Laser Enable’ button located on the hutch wall above the hutch door ‘Open’
and ‘Close’ buttons.
2) Turn the keys on the main laser control box clockwise all the way (see Figure 17).
‘Interlock enabled’ green light shall go on in both UP-STREAM and DOWNSTREAM parts.
3) After ~10 s press ‘REMOTE START’ buttons on each part
4) Make sure you have “zero” intensity in the main control window
‘13IDD_dac_user.adl’
5) Press ‘ON’ buttons on each part. Red light ‘EMISSION’ shall go on in each part.

Figure 17 – Laser control box

6) In the main control window choose appropriate folder and file name, pick up exposure
time, and then start increasing the laser power, either simultaneously, by clicking on
the dark purple button with /\ symbol on it in between up-stream and down-stream
parts, or separately, by clicking on the appropriate buttons in each part
7) When the desired heating state is reached, proceed to the collection of x-ray diffraction
and temperature measurements (see below).
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8.2

Temperature and ruby fluorescence measurements

8.2.1 Setup spectrometer
1. Double click the “Start Lightfield” icon on the NSX Desktop. It will start an
instance of the light field software and connect to the EPICS control window. (it
can take about 2-5 Minutes to load everything)
a. If it fails to load, please close all Lightfield.adl and the lightfield windows and
check task manager, if an Addinprocess.exe is still running please end it. See
Section 8.4 for more details.
2. In the 13IDD_dac_user.adl click on the “more” button in the Temperature control
area (see Figure 18) to access the settings window shown in Figure 19:

Figure 18 – Temperature controls

Figure 19 – Advanced controls for temperature/ruby measurement

3. For Temperature measurements:
a. Select PIXIS_Temperature or PIMAX_temperature as Experiment
b. Select [860nm,300][1][0] as Grating
c. Set the Center wavelength to 750 and the Entrance width to 100
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4. For Ruby measurements:
a. Select PIXIS_Ruby as Experiment
b. Select [500nm, 1800][0][0] as Grating
c. Set the Center wavelength to near your expected ruby peaks (around 700) and
the Entrance width to 50.
5. After changing an experiment or complete new start of the system go to File and
Background and enter the right file paths and file names (see Figure 20). If you
don’t want to change any parameter please click into the fields and press ent`er to
update the parameters for the Lightfield software.

Figure 20 – File options for temperature measurements

6. Before the first data measurement you should collect a new background file:
a. Change background name to b_pixis or b_pimax.
b. Change Image Mode to Background
c. Click Acquire Start
d. Change Image Mode back to Normal
7. Now everything is setup for measurement. The measurements can be triggered
either by clicking Measure T in the main IDD control. (Measure T also works for
ruby measurements)
8. File names, file numbers and exposure time can be quickly accessed by using the
text boxes close to the Measure T button in the main IDD control.
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8.3

Data analysis

Start T-Rax by double clicking either the “T-Rax.bat” icon on the Desktop (Figure 21).

8.3.1 Temperature analysis:

Figure 21 – T-Rax temperature analysis

a. Make sure that temperature is selected in the upper button menu.
b. For analyzing temperatures of newly collected files the program needs to load the
appropriate settings. Please choose the correct settings of your chosen detector,
exposure time and filter setup in the right part of the program window.
c. Please also make sure that the “connect to epics” checkbox is enabled. This will
update the temperatures and maximum intensities in the main MEDM control window
and will also make sure that the correct temperatures are saved in the log file.
d. Click Load data and select the collected file in the file browser. Mark the “auto”
checkbox to auto-update when new spectra are collected.
e. The data will be fitted immediately and temperature values for upstream and
downstream should show up in the graph window. If the fit looks suspicious please
check that the right setting is selected. Another reason could be that the intensity of the
collected data is too high or too low, which will be indicated by big red warning
messages in the graph widget. You can also adjust the ROI in the bottom portion of the
program.
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f. You can fast browse between different file numbers by using the left and right (<—,
—>) buttons below the Load data button.
g. If the current file contains several frames an additional line will appear below the
folder name. There it is possible to switch between the individual frames and open a
time lapse plot window which will show a plot of the fitted temperatures against
frame and also show the average temperatures with standard deviation for upstream,
downstream and combined.

8.3.2 Ruby analysis:

Figure 22 – T-Rax Ruby analysis

a. Please select the red Ruby button in the button menu bar on the top of the program
(Figure 22).
b. Click Load data and select the collected file in the file browser.
c. If the autoprocess checkbox is enabled any new spectrum files in the same folder will
be loaded automatically.
d. You can fast browse between different file numbers by using the left and right (<—,
—>) buttons below the Load data button.
e. To make sure that the correct region of interest (ROI) of the collected image is
selected please choose the appropriate ROI either by changing the values on the right
side of the new window or by dragging and resizing of the rectangle in the bottom
image.
f. To check pressure you can click in the graph window and a line will appear selecting
the specific wavelength. The program will automatically show you on the right side
the calculated pressure. Please make sure that you select the right parameters for
temperature correction and the ambient ruby peak reference value.
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g. To zoom in to the graph window just use the mouse wheel or the ROI settings in the
ROI setup window.
h. If the two ruby peaks are still separable you can fit the spectrum by choosing a
position close to the right ruby peak and click the Fit ruby button.

8.4

Troubleshooting

1. In case Lightfield crashes (it turns grey) and does not respond anymore, you need to
restart Lightfield completely:
• Before doing that please close all medm windows on the NSX computer
(lightfield.adl), close Lightfield, close all DOS shells named “Start LightField”
• Run the task manager (ctrl+alt+delete) and end every Addinprocess.exe
• Now you can restart lightfield as described in Section 8.2.1.

2. If all text fields in the main MEDM window related to temperature measurement are
white.
• Follow the same steps as in Troubleshoot 1
3. If Lightfield crashes every time you want to collect a new background file.
• First follow the same steps as in Troubleshoot 1
• Then you need to change the background filename in the File and Background

MEDM window prior to the next background collection.
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9. Troubleshooting
9.1

No x-ray beam

 Check Beam current in the top-left corner of the screen showing the storage ring status.
Check for any messages on this screen. Make sure stations A, B, C and D are searched.
 Is the main shutter open? If yes, check the window at the lower-right corner of the DAC
window (see Figure 23). If current reading is 0(zero), contact beam-line staff.

If the current reading changes over time as shown below, this means that the “Setpoint”
is a little too high for the feedback to keep the top number. Reset the “Setpoint” value
(5% below the maximum).

Figure 23 – Ion chamber setpoint and feedback

If you have a good reading from Current, but no x-ray beam from photodiode,
then check the following:
 Is the table-top shutter OPEN?
Is clean-up slit at the right (“IN”) position?
Is the photodiode IN?
If yes to all above, but still there is no beam, contact beamline staff.

Please list the problems you are experiencing!
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10. Detailed description of the 13 IDD DAC MEDM
control window
The controls of the station motors are roughly arranged as the hardware in the table setup
(see Figure 24); from the right to the left, upstream to downstream.

A. beam, shutters and ion chamber
B. clean-up slits control
C: the sample stage
D: microscope
E: photodiode
F: X-Ray detector
G: Laser control
H: XRD collection
I: membrane control

G

I
F

H

E

B
D

C

Figure 24 – Main MEDM DAC control
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A

10.1 A - Beam, shutters and ion chamber

Figure 25 – Station information

Plot of the beam intensity at
the ion chamber vs time, the
red line shows the target
intensity

Target
intensity

Figure 26 – Ion chamber information

Figure 25 shows the current in the ring, the chosen energy and wavelength for station
IDD and the status of the shutter. You also have search indicators for ID-A, B, C, D
stations.
The graph in Figure 26 is a plot of the beam intensity at the ion chamber before the table
mirror, the bar at the bottom is the control for the feedback motor that keeps the intensity
constant. The feedback is usually kept “On” and it supposed to keep the intensity of the
beam close to the set point, which is represented by the horizontal red line on the graph.
If, for some reason, the target intensity cannot be reached, you may need to lower it. To
do that, turn the feedback off, change the Setpoint (one or two units) then turn the
feedback on again.
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10.2 B - Clean-up slits

Figure 27 – Clean-up slits controls

The clean-up slit, with a pinhole at its tip, is aimed to cut the beam tails. The clean-up slit
position is controlled through three motors (see Figure 27). The X and Y motors are used
to center the pinhole with respect to the beam (see Scan&View) while the Z motor
controls the distance to the sample. The standard working Z position is 0, “in”. It is safe
to bring in the lasers in as long as the DAC (symmetrical) is centered. The cleanup slit
can be taken much closer to the sample (z = +35) but DAC rotation or upstream laser
insertion would cause collisions. Different pinholes sizes can be mounted on the cleanup
slit. The suggested pinhole size for the standard (“in”) position is 24 to 35 microns. In
order to collect a very clean pattern from a small gasket hole, the cleanup slit can be
taken closer to the cell and the pinhole size can be reduced.
The pinhole has to be perfectly aligned with the beam
Tips: The X and Y motors should be scanned anytime Z is changed before collecting data.
Avoid collisions of the clean-up slit, they might cause pretty large shifts, and require a
long time to center back the pin-hole
The “EPICS Instruments” software (see Section 11.1.4) can be used to quickly change
the X and Y positions of the pinhole to roughly the correct values, prior to scanning.

Figure 28 – Ion chambers and table shutter controls

- Ion Chamber (Figure 28): clicking on the blue buttons would let you change either the
scaling as swell or the unit. You don’t usually need to change these values during
standard experiments
- Table shutter: by clicking on the rectangle you will open or close the table shutter, red
color means that the shutter is closed, green means open.
It’s better to keep the shutter closed while you are not using the beam; also, it’s
recommended to erase the detector after the shutter has been left open without the shield
covering the detector.
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Figure 29 – DAC position controls

10.3 C - The Sample Stage
The controls of the sample stage are shown in Figure 29.
- “Omega” performs rotation around the vertical axis (Y). You can run rotations by
simply clicking on the buttons with the omega values. The value -90 corresponds to the
DAC perpendicular to the beam. The O button on top opens a window for larger rotation
and step rotations. Do not use this for rotating between 0 and -90 or back.
Tip: make sure your rotation won’t cause any collision! Use ONLY IDL program ‘iddstage’ to rotate the sample stage!!!
- m81: moves the stage in the horizontal direction perpendicular to the beam at ω=0
- m83: moves the stage in the vertical direction
- focus: moves the stage in the horizontal direction parallel to the beam at ω=0

10.4 D - Microscope

Figure 30 – Microscope controls

To look at the sample with the microscope, drive omega to 0, then click on the black “In”
button (Figure 30).
The microscope is positioned with its optical axis perpendicular to the beam and the
focus at the center of rotation of ω (sample position 0 0 0). To quickly locate the sample,
click the “unzoom” button. After having focused on the sample, remember to apply the
correction for the diamond refraction.
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10.5 E - Photodiode

Figure 31 – Photodiode control

The photodiode detector is used to collect X-ray absorption profiles. It is automatically
brought in by the Scan&View program. It can also be moved in and out of the beam path
by clicking the corresponding buttons (see Figure 31). The sensitivity is changed by
clicking on the blue left buttons.

10.6 F - Detector

Figure 32 – Detector Control

The detector is mounted on a translation stage that allows moving it in the horizontal
directions (see Figure 32). The three buttons -49, 0, 49 allow changing the detector-tosample distance to three useful values, about 300, 250 and 200 mm, respectively. The -70,
0, 70 buttons on the left allow for side positions of the detector. Ask the beam line staff
for full motors control.
You can compare the Q range which will be obtained for each detector Z position in
Figure 33.
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Figure 33 – Comparison between detector Z positions

Tip: you need to collect a pattern for the detector calibration for each detector-sample
distance.

10.7 G – Laser Control
See Section 8

10.8 H - XRD collection control

Figure 34 – Basic XRD settings

In the fields shown in Figure 34 you can define the location in the server where to write
the collected images (see Section 6), their names, the series number and the data
collection time. The root /DAC points to the server folder of the run (for instance
T:\dac_user\2008\IDD_2008-3). Hit “collect” to start the acquisition.
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10.9 I - Membrane control

Figure 35 – Membrane control

a) Working with the Membrane controller:
1. Connect membrane controller to cell.
2. Click on the more button shown in the left part of Figure 35.
3. Put a setpoint value, and set the slew rate (right part of Figure 35.
4. Change control to “On”
5. Each time slowly increase the setpoint and wait for stabilization of pressure.
b) Disconnecting membrane
1. Make sure setpoint is at zero
2. Make sure membrane pressure decreased to zero.
3. Click on “more”.
4. Set Control to “Off”
5. Choose “Start Vent” from “Vent” menu.
6. After Venting finishes, Choose “Stop Vent” from “Vent” menu.
7. Now you can disconnect.
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11. Auxiliary Software at the Beamline
The beamline offers users a variety of software aimed for their convenience. We are in
the process of transitioning to Python coded applications and would like to receive your
comments on any problems or suggestions for improvements/additions to our software.
Purpose
Computer
Running
Documentation
Saved Positions
Maserati
Epics Instruments (piano icon on desktop
Section 11.1
Log File Creation
Cayenne
Run JetBrains PyCharm
Section 11.2
Open the directory
C:\users\dac_user\PycharmProjects\LogFile
Choose to open the project as a new window
Press the green arrow on the top right.
Single-crystal
Cayenne
Run JetBrains PyCharm
Section 11.3
XRD collection
Open the directory P:\dac_user\Python
And 2D-mapping
Scripts\SXRD_Collect
Choose to open the project as a new window
Press the green arrow on the top right.
Diffraction
data NSX
Run JetBrains PyCharm
Section 11.4
reduction
Open the directory C:\GitHub\Dioptas
Choose to open the project as a new window
Press the green arrow on the top right.

11.1 EPICS Instruments
This software allows users to save/load sample positions, pinhole X, Y positions, and change the energy to a few previously defined values.

11.1.1 Starting the software
If the software is not running (a piano icon in the Windows taskbar), then on the desktop
click on the piano icon (titled Epics Instruments). The program will ask for the
configuration
file,
it
should
be
already
set
to
“T:\dac_user\Setup\IDD_EpicsInstruments.ein”, so click OK.

11.1.2 Saving /Viewing/Loading sample positions
In the tab menu click on “Sample Position” (see Figure 36)

Figure 36 – Epics Instruments – Sample Position

In the “Save Current Position” text-box enter the name of the new sample position and
click “enter”. The positions shown in the main window will be saved and the new sample
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position will appear in the list-box on the right side. If a sample position with the same
name exists, it will be overwritten.
To view a previously saved position click on the name of the saved position on the right
side, and click “Show” on top. A window appears showing the saved position and the
current position for comparison.
To load a saved position either double-click it on the right, or click once and then click on
“Go To” above. A window will appear showing the saved position and the current
position and will allow you to choose which motors should be moved (with checkboxes).

11.1.3 Changing the x-ray energy
Choose the “Energy” tab from the tab menu. A list will appear with previously saved
energies. Choose which energy you wish to use and either double-click it, or click once
and click “Go To”.
Remember to collect a new set of calibration files for each energy you use. In Figure 37
you can see the Q range you will obtain for each of the x-ray energies provided by the
beamline (for the central detector position at +49).

Figure 37 – Comparison of different x-ray energies

11.1.4 Pinhole saved positions
It is possible to save/load the X, Y positions of various pinholes and at various pinhole Z
positions. Each time you use a different pinhole+pinhole Z position you should update
the appropriate saved pinhole X, Y position.
Saving the position is done by typing the name of the position (for example: D25_Z0 for
a 25 micron pinhole diameter and the zero position for Z) in the “Save Current Position”
text-box, and pressing enter. Each time you press enter the saved position will be updated
(after confirmation).
For loading a saved position click the name in the list on the right, and click “Go To” or
double click the name. Remember: You must still manually change the Z position
using the buttons on the main MEDM control window.
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11.2 Log File Creator and Monitor:
This log-file software helps users to follow the XRD measurements, temperature
measurements, images, etc… they collected.

Figure 38 – Start screen of the Log File Creator

The log file always includes the date, time, filename, exposure time, and relevant
comments. The default configuration also includes the stage positions, the last measured
temperature+intensity, the laser power+percentage, detector position, x-ray energy, APS
current and the hutch temperature. If you need any other information to be saved in the
logfile ask the staff to help you set it up.
Note: the temperature is recorded from the values appearing in the main window of the
MEDM software. If the T-Rax program is not properly set up to connect to Epics and
does not automatically process files, the temperature will not be updated.
Users should still write down in the logbook at the beamline.
The program is set up by the beamline staff. However, if you wish to have more control
you can follow the simple steps below.

11.2.1 Starting a new log
Click on “Choose Folder” and choose the folder where you want the logfile to be saved
(keep it somewhere within the folder created for you by the staff). On the top-right enter
the name of the log-file and make sure to press the “enter” key while the mouse is still in
the box. The left side should be updated to the name you have chosen.
Click on “Start” and logging will begin. Every time you collect a diffraction pattern,
collect the T, or save an image, a new line will be written in the log file.

11.2.2 Viewing logged items

Figure 39 – The Log File Creator in its running state

As long as the log is running (Figure 39) you can view the entries. Click the “Log” button
which replaces the “Setup” button and the window will change to the view in Figure 40:

Figure 40 – View of current log entries
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The list contains all items in the log since the last time “Start” was pressed. Each
filename has a prefix indicating whether it is an XRD spectrum, a T measurement or an
IMage. If you click on one if the items in the list on the left, it will show you the details
on the right side, as shown in Figure 41:

Figure 41 – Example of details of a log entry

If you have selected an IMage, you can click on the “Open Image” on the bottom left and
it will open the image in the ImageJ software (Or the default software).
Clicking “Log” again will make the window small again.

11.2.3 Stopping a currently running log
Once a log has started the “Stop” button is enabled and if you wish to stop and start a log
with a new name it is possible. If you use the same file name, the information will be
appended, and you will have a “heading” row in the middle of the log. The “Start Time”
and “End Time” reflect the last time “Start” and “Stop” were pressed, respectively.
Remember, if you click on stop, all previous entries will no longer appear in the Log
window, and you will need to manually access them through the file.

11.2.4 Configuring which parameters are logged
Ask the beamline staff to help you with this.
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11.3 SXRD Collect (Single crystal and mapping)
11.3.1 Running the program:
Run JetBrains Pycharm (from the Cayenne computer)
Open P:\dac_user\Python Scripts\SXRD_Collect and click the green Run button. You
should see the view in Figure 42:

Figure 42 – Single-crystal diffraction and 2D-mapping

11.3.2 General Settings
You can either set the Folder, basename and frame number, or get them from the main
MEDM window. You can also choose whether the detector returns to the original
position, and whether your file names will reflect the “name” given in the strategy and
sample point regions. The expected filename appears showing you if the path is valid and
if it won’t overwrite your existing files.

11.3.3 Setting up the measurement strategy
In the top right area (Figure 43) you can Add collection strategies including the detector
X, Z positions, the initial and final Omega positions, the step in Omega between frames
and either the time-per-step or total time. You can name each strategy. On the right,
shortcuts are set-up for setting Omega for all frames.

Figure 43 – Setting up the measurement strategy
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11.3.4 Choosing the sample points
Once you finish inputting all the strategies you can Add Sample Points (Figure 44). For
each sample point you will see a few columns relating to each strategy.

Figure 44 – Setting up sample collection points

You can name the sample points and you can choose if instead of a step scan you want a
wide scan (time-per-step will be ignored), or a still frame (Omega will be ignored
completely). On the left side the x, y, z positions of the stage are given and using Set will
update them to what is shown in the main MEDM window. Clicking Move will move the
stage to the chosen x, y, z positions. On the right there are shortcuts for choosing
still/wide/step for all sample positions and strategies.
Once you are finished setting up both the strategies and sample positions, you can click
on “Colllect”.

11.3.5 Creating maps
Once you have set a sample position you can mark it and create a map of points
surrounding it. You can choose the range and step size in x and y directions, either by
manually inputting them or using one of the shortcuts.
Once you click “Create Map” you will see the list of sample positions updated (see
Figure 45). Don’t forget to choose still/wide/step. On the right you will see the number of
frames to be collected. You may want to remove the original sample position which you
used to create the map since it might be redundant.
Click “Collect” to begin mapping.

Figure 45 – Example of generated sample points for 2D-mapping
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11.4 DIOPTAS
11.4.1 Running DIOPTAS
On the computer labeled “NSX” run JetBrains PyCharm, if the Dioptas program is not
open, FileOpen and from “C:\GitHub\” choose the “Dioptas” directory and click ok.
Choose to open the project in a new window. Then click on the green triangle (or choose
run from the menu).

11.4.2 Calibration Tab
The Dioptas program starts in the “Calibration” tab (main tabs on the left) as shown in
Figure 46.

Figure 46 – Start screen of Dioptas – Calibration tab

If you have previously saved your calibration file and are just restarting the program you
can skip the calibration process.
1. Click on “Load File” on the top-right of the window. Find the 2D image you collected
for calibration in your directory.
2. Choose the correct Calibrant, input the correct wavelength, the pixel width and height
of the detector and give an approximate sample-to-detector distance.
3. Count approximately how many rings are clearly seen and change the “Number of
Rings” in the “Refinement Options” to reflect this.
4. Zoom in on the innermost ring and click the LMB. If the software manages to find
many points only on this innermost ring, you can click “Calibrate” at the bottom left.
If not, you should press “Clear All Peaks” and change from “automatic peak search”
to “single peak search”, and click a few rings manually before you click “Calibrate”.
Notice that you can choose whether each click advances the ring number
automatically or not.
5. The software will integrate to both a cake and a spectrum. Within the “Cake” view
you can check if the rightmost lines are “wavy”. Within the “Pattern” view you can
check if the peaks are in the correct position for the calibrant. If there is a problem in
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either view, you should check the initial parameters, and perhaps modify the number
of rings to search for, or run a refinement after the calibration.
6. Don’t forget to save the calibration file by clicking “Save Calibration” at the bottom
right of the window.

11.4.3 Mask tab
You can click on the “Mask” tab on the left to apply a mask to the 2D image and then
choose whether to apply the mask during integration. Various graphical tools make it
convenient to create the mask you want.

11.4.4 Integration Tab
On the left choose the “Integration” tab. If you haven’t just run a calibration you should
check whether the calibration file used is the one you want (appears in yellow in the topright of the pattern view). If not, you can choose to “Load Calibration” of a previously
saved calibration.
The white filename appearing in the pattern window is the currently open file.

Figure 47 – Integration tab of Dioptass

11.4.4.1 Loading a new image
If you click “Load Image(s)” and choose an image file, a new 2D image will appear on
the right, and a new integrated pattern on the left.
You can mark the “autoprocess” checkbox and any new files created in the same
directory as the file you loaded will be automatically loaded and integrated in Dioptas
(you have a choice between auto-loading “By Name”, which will only load files with the
same base name and having the next sequential number, or auto-loading “By Time” of
creation).
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11.4.4.2 Image and Pattern
If you click on the integrated pattern a line will appear along with a circle within the 2D
image (and vice versa).
At the bottom you can see the current mouse position and the previously clicked position.
On the right-hand side you can choose which x unit you wish to use (2, Q, or d) and you
can choose to subtract the background from the pattern (“bg”, which will open an “I”
option to choose the range of background fitting). You can further modify background
options by clicking on the “Bkg” tab on top.
You can save the pattern by clicking the “Save Pattern” button. In the “Pattern” tab, you
can choose to “autocreate” patterns in 3 different formats, so that each time a new image
is loaded, the integrated pattern will be saved (click on “…” to choose where the patterns
will be saved).

11.4.4.3 Overlays
By clicking on the “Overlay” tab on top, you have the option to add previously saved
patterns as overlays for comparison with the current pattern. Overlays can be scaled and
offset for convenience.
You can also save the current pattern as an overlay by clicking on “As Overlay” in the
pattern window.

11.4.4.4 Phases
You can add the expected diffraction lines of known phases to the plot in the “Phase” tab.
This allows you to see the expected positions and intensities of phases, as well as the
expected effect of pressure and temperature (if data is provided).
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12. List of IDL programs for 13-ID-D
Purpose
IDD Stage Control

Computer
Maserati
Run new
and type:
idd_stage
Scanning pinhole and Maserati
Run new
sample
and type:
scanw
XRD of multiple sample Cayenne
Run new
and type:
xrd_scan
Single Crystal XRD
Cayenne
Run new
and type:
CCD_DC
Log File Creation
Cayenne
Run new
and type:
idd_log

Running
IDL from desktop

Documentation
Section 12.1

IDL from desktop

Section 12.2

IDL from desktop

Obsolete

IDL from desktop

Obsolete

IDL from desktop

Obsolete

12.1 Stage rotation and focusing
Command to launch within new IDL window: idd_stage

Figure 48 – IDL program idd_stage

This program allows the user to rotate sample to the position, where it can be
observed with the microscope, and back to the position for the x-ray diffraction (XRD)
collection. Pressing ‘X-ray’ button moves the stage into the XRD collection position,
pressing ‘Microscope’ button rotates the stage into the position for the visual sample
observation with the microscope. Once the sample is rotated to be viewed in the
microscope, buttons ‘In’ and ‘Out’ are activated on main control of 13IDD. Pressing ‘In’
button moves microscope in to see the sample, pushing button ‘Out’ removes the
microscope away.
Diamond correction can also be performed with this program. It works as follows:
1) Once the ‘Microscope’ button is clicked, the ‘Sample’ button is activated. Focus the
microscope on the sample using EPICS control window (green window). Type in the
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diamond thickness (in millimeters) inside the appropriate window. You do not need
to type the exact thickness, a reasonable approximation is enough.
2) Click the button ‘Sample’. Sample position is recorded and the ‘Diamond Table’ and
‘Update’ buttons are activated. Diamond table position is also calculated. Press the
‘Diamond Table’ button. The stage is moved to the position corresponding to the
microscope being focused onto the table of the diamond.
3) If the diamond table is not in focus, adjust the focal position of the stage by moving
the motor ‘focus’ (motor m82) in the EPICS control window.
4) Once the diamond table is in focus, press ‘Update’ button. Correct diamond thickness
is calculated and correct diamond table position is recorded.
5) Press ‘Diamond Correction’ button. Diamond correction is finished now. The laser
heating objectives are now moved so that they should also be focused on the sample
inside the DAC once you move them into position. You may need to adjust them
slightly later, if the adjustment of the sample position to the x-ray focus point has to
be made.
Another function of this program is to help the user to put the sample onto the point
of x-ray focus. It is best to be done AFTER diamond correction has been performed.
This procedure is done in conjunction with the ‘Scan&View’ program (see the
appropriate part for the detailed description on how to operate that program).
The ‘Central Position’ button captures the position of horizontal motor, m81, and
omega m96, rotating the stage around vertical axis. Once the sample chamber has been
scanned using ‘Scan&View’ program and centered on the x-ray, while the omega value is
-90 degrees (corresponding to the diamond-anvil cell axis being collinear with the x-ray
direction), user shall press ‘Central Position’ button to capture the appropriate motor
positions.
Omega should now be rotated to a negative position and the button ‘Negative
position’ will record the center position for the horizontal motor m81. It is recommended
that the cell is rotated by 10 degrees (if no collision will happen) in the negative
direction, which can be easily done by pressing the ‘-100’ button in the main DAC
control window (see picture below). However, this is not mandatory; any reasonable
rotation (few degrees) will work too.

Figure 49 – DAC stage controls needed for alignment and focusing
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Upon rotation, the user will re-scan the same motor, m81, using ‘Scan&View’ program,
and then re-center the sample again. After the new re-centering is done, the user shall
press the ‘Negative position’ button to capture new positions of motors m81, m96. Once
again, the sequence is this:
 Rotate cell into negative direction by a few degrees (10 degrees is recommended)
 Scan the sample chamber using the ‘Scan&View’ program and re-center the sample
chamber.
 Press ‘Negative rotation position’ button to capture new positions of motors m81 and
m96.
REMEMBER: If you press the button too soon, you will capture the wrong position
of motors and the procedure will not work!!
Once the sequence above is finished, rotate omega to the positive position and after
repeating the procedure above press the ‘Positive position’ button. Reminder:
 Rotate cell into positive direction by a few degrees (10 degrees is recommended,
press ‘-80’ button for this rotation)
 Scan the sample chamber using ‘Scan&View’ program and re-center the sample
chamber.
 Press ‘Positive position’ button to capture new positions of motors m81 and m96.
REMEMBER: If you press the button too soon, you will capture the wrong position
of motors and the procedure will not work!!
Finally, when the sequences are executed appropriately, the user will see the ‘Focus
Correction’ button to be active. Press the ‘Focus Correction’ button to obtain the focal
correction to the DAC position. When the prompt is displayed, choose whether you
would like to change the focal position or not by pressing the ‘yes’ or ‘no’ buttons.

12.2 Pinhole and sample scanning
Command to launch from a new IDL window: scanw
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Figure 50 – IDL program scanw

The ‘Scan&View’ program allows one to scan the pinhole and sample chamber in the
DAC. The ‘Motor name’ field contains the full motor name to be moved. You only need
to change motor number, from 20, as in the picture, to the appropriate number
corresponding to a motor you need to use. The motor numbers you may need to scan are
written on the main MEDM screen. The ‘Range’ and ‘Step’ fields shall be adjusted
according to the desired scan range and smoothness. ‘Time’ field indicates the time per
one point and usually does not need to be changed. ‘Scaler name’ and ‘Scaler #’ fields
shall be filled EXACTLY AS SHOWN! Directory for the scan files and individual scan
file name are usually set by a beamline scientist and you need not change them.
Once you specified the scan range and motion step, press the ‘Scan’ button. The program
automatically moves the photodiode in and starts motor motion in steps indicated in the
‘Step’ field. X-ray intensity is plotted in the graphic window. You can interrupt the scan
at any time by pressing the ‘Abort’ button. Once the scan is done, you can use it to center
your sample or pinhole onto the x-ray, or move your sample to a certain position. In the
screenshot below is a typical absorption scan of the gasket hole. You can find the center
by clicking on the button ‘Center’ and then by clicking on left and right positions
defining the limits of the object you want to center. By clicking on the button ‘Move’, the
motor will be driven to the center position.
Remember that you must press “enter” after changing the fields. You should also press
enter again on the motor name if you changed its position after last clicking “enter”.
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Figure 51 – Example of scan of sample in gasket

Scan&View Troubleshooting:
The program is not responding.
In most cases the program is just waiting for a position to be defined (after you
intentionally or accidentally hit the buttons Position and Center), just click randomly in
the plot. If it doesn’t unfreeze the program, please restart it.
Make sure you didn’t use the IDL window supporting the Scan&View application for
other purposes.
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13. DAC program beamline staff contacts

Vitali Prakapenka

Office: 630-252-0439
Cell: 630-770-7035
E-mail: prakapenka@cars.uchicago.edu

Eran Greenberg

Cell: 630-822-0403
E-mail: erangre@gmail.com

Sergey Tkachev

Office: 630-252-04
Cell: 904-654-4798
E-mail: tkachev@cars.uchicago.edu
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